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Balboa Park Committee

 Summary of findings from 63 stakeholder consultations 
votes on Social Pinpoint website

 Survey results
 4 Community Engagement Sessions
 Draft prioritization framework
 Discussion of criteria & weighting
 Continued availability of website



Summary of findings from 63 stakeholder consultations and voting
(1 of 2)

Balboa Park Committee

Accessibility Cleanliness Food Options Landscaping

10% 12% 12% 11%



Summary of findings from 63 stakeholder consultations and voting
(2 of 2)

Balboa Park Committee

Mobility Public Safety Sustainability Upkeep of 
Buildings

14% 13% 11% 17%



Additional feedback Survey: Log your priorities

How to provide feedback for each of the categories 
Balboa Park Committee



 2,659 responses
 92% respondents from San Diego Region
 23 respondents from outside California

Survey Update (as of February 27, 2024)

Balboa Park Committee

Map of survey respondents in San Diego
(red box is Balboa Park)



Based on the most recent survey results, most respondents visit Balboa Park once a month.

Survey Update (as of February 27, 2024)

Balboa Park Committee



The most popular times to visit the Park are weekend lunchtimes/afternoons (38%)
followed by weekday lunchtimes/afternoons.

Survey Update (as of February 27, 2024)

Balboa Park Committee



The majority of respondents spend the most time in the Central Mesa
(i.e., El Prado, museums, the Old Globe).

Survey Update (as of February 27, 2024)

Balboa Park Committee



4 Community Engagement Sessions
Balboa Park Committee

 Bankers Hill
 Balboa Park Club
 Golden Hill
 World Beat

+ Balboa Park Committee Meeting



Draft Prioritization Framework 
Balboa Park Committee

The City of San Diego Parks and Recreation Department's Balboa Park 
Prioritization Framework is the department's pathway to plan and 
prioritize capital projects in the park.
The projects evaluated using this framework will be capital 
improvement projects, which are defined as the addition of a 
permanent structure, structural change, or the restoration of the City's 
assets that will either enhance the asset's overall value, prolong its 
useful life, or adapt it to new uses. Maintenance projects or services 
will not be considered for this framework. 

Projects that pose a health / safety / legal risk may supersede all 
projects regardless of their score against the criteria below. 



Draft Prioritization Criteria (1-2 of 11)
Balboa Park Committee

C apital Maintenanc e Need: How long has this project been on the 
deferred maintenance backlog? Where does the subject facility or 
area rank in the facility condition index?

Vis itor E xperienc e: Does it improve the broader visitor 
experience? Does it enhance recreational and social activity? Does 
this project increase the number of visitors for active or passive 
use? Does it address mobility issues?

7

6

Draft
Weighting

Note: Higher weighting = more important criteria in prioritization framework



Draft Prioritization Criteria (3-5 of 11)
Balboa Park Committee

Historical, Cultural, and Aesthetic Significance: Does this 
project support the park's designation as a National Historic 
Landmark District or protect, maintain, or create beauty and awe?

Equity and Accessibility: Does this project prioritize access, 
either for structurally excluded communities or those with 
disabilities? Does this happen either directly or through 
organizations that operate in the park? Does the project create or 
increase opportunities that are affordable?

Community Engagement: What is the extent of public support for 
this project? Does this project connect the park to the communities 
that surround it?

5

4

5



Draft Prioritization Criteria (6-7 of 11)
Balboa Park Committee

Alignment to City Priorities: Does the project align with other City 
policies and plans, including Build Better SD, the Climate Action 
Plan, Mobility Plans, and Parks Master Plans?

Environmental Sustainability: Does this project provide 
opportunities for enhanced environmental resiliency?

3

3



Draft Prioritization Criteria (8-9 of 11)
Balboa Park Committee

Co-Benefit and Partnership: Does this project connect to other 
projects or initiatives either within the park or in the surrounding 
area? Does it lead to possible partnerships? Can it be bundled with 
adjacent projects? Is project completion needed before another 
project can be started?

Innovation: Does this project create the opportunity for something 
new and distinctive?

2

2



Draft Prioritization Criteria (10-11 of 11)
Balboa Park Committee

Economic Impact: Does this project generate additional revenue 
or decrease operational expenses, either for the city or for the not-
for-profit organizations operating within the park?

Funding Plan: Is there an appropriate funding plan to complete the 
project? Does this include a plan for ongoing maintenance or 
service requirements?

1

1



Draft Criteria
Example of Scoring

Balboa Park Committee


Draft 1



						Point Scale (3 = High / 1 = Low)

				Criteria		3		2		1		Examples of projects likely to be prioritized (included here for internal use)		Notes

				Activation: Does this project increase the number of visitors for active or passive use?		High likelihood of increased park usage: more than 1,000 people annually		Moderate likelihood of increased park usage: between 100 and 1,000. annually		Unlikely increased park usage 		plaza improvements, installation of air conditioning in older facilities, new exhibition space that could be rented

				Alignment to City Focus: Does the project align with other City policies and plans, including Build Better SD, the Climate Action Plan, and Mobility Plans? 		Connects to multiple (more than 2) City projects or initiatives 		Connects to one or two City projects or initiatives		Does not connect to or support any other City project or initiative		green infrastructure such as bike lanes & racks, EV stations, conversation of gas HVAC systems		 

				Alignment to Parks Master Plan: Does the project align with the priorities identified in the 2021 Parks Master Plan?		Connects to multiple (more than 2) Parks Master Plan priorities 		Connects to one or two Parks Master Plan Priorities		Does not connect to or support any Parks Master Plan Priorities		Morley Field pool, trails, and many others- see note		See page 8 of plan which lists priorities: Acquisition of land for new parks; Improvements and maintenance of existing parks and facilities;  Neighborhood parks; Open space and trails; Off-leash dog parks; Aquatic facilities; Fitness and wellness programs; Senior programs; Nature/outdoor programs; and Efforts to make parks more active and safer. 

				Co-Benefit: Does this project connect to other projects or initiatives either within the park or in the surrounding area? Can it be bundled with adjacent projects?		There is a known project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify		There is the possibility of a project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify 		This project does not connect with or amplify any other project		lighting, signage, plaza improvements		Ties into Experience Plan, Forever Balboa Park Strategic Plan, or planned leaseholder improvements?

				Community Support: What is the extent of public support for this project? 		The public has expressed interest in this project through community engagement, surveys, or other forms of public input  		The public has expressed interest in this project but has not identified it as a top priority  		There is no known public support for this project 		bathrooms, lighting		 		 

				Economic Impact: Does this project generate additional revenue or decrease operational expenses, either for the city or for the nonprofit organizations operating within the park?		There is clear evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses  		There is some evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses; or those gains will be minimially impactful		Will not generate revenue or decrease operational expenses		paid parking in Central Mesa, increased food options

				Environmental Sustainability: Does this project provide opportunities for enhanced environmental resiliency?		Significant resiliency benefits		Moderate resiliency benefits		Little to no resiliency benefits

				Equity: Does this project prioritize access for structurally excluded communities, either through organizations that operate in the park or through direct connections with communities?		Addresses long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Could address long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Does not address address long-standing inequities		facilities leased by smaller budget orgs, permittee facilities		 

				Historical, Cultural and Aesthetic Significance: Does this project support the park's designation as a National Historic Landmark District or create beauty and awe?		Clearly preserves/enhances historical or cultural significance, enhances natural beauty of an area or creates a new opportunity for awe.		The project would make moderate preservation/enhancements of historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area.		The project does not preserve/enhance historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area or create a new opportunity for awe.		restoration projects for historical buildings and cultural institutions, new landscaping, or new projects such as a sky wheel		 

				Innovation: Does this project create the opportunity for something new and distrinctive?		Major project/intiative that creates distinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Smaller project/initiative that creates ditinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Not new or distinctive		Sky wheel

				Maintenance Backlog Time: How long has this project been on the deferred maintenance backlog? 		Was benchmarked by the 2016 facilities assessment.  		Is on the deferred maintenance list, but added since the 2016 assessment		Is a new project 		roof repairs, others?

				Timing: What is the urgency of the project? Does it pose a health/safety/environmental risk or address legal compliance? Is project completion needed before another project can be started? 		Needs to be completed within 2 years (poses a health/safety/legal risk) or lies on the critital path of another time-sensitive project		2-5 years		More than 5 years		bathrooms, lighting,pedestrian crosswalks, ADA access 

				Visitation: Is the project is a location with high visitation / foot traffic?		Located in an area with high foot traffic or visitation/usage		Located in an area with moderate foot traffic and visitation/usage 		Located in an area with low foot traffic and visitation/usage		Central Mesa / Prado projects, SE / NE "edge" projects

				 		 		 		 



				 		 		 		 				 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Draft 2 (current)



						Point Scale (3 = High / 1 = Low)

				Criteria		3		2		1

				Activation: Does it improve the broader visitor experience? Does it enhance recreational and social activity?		Provides significant visitor experience improvement		Provides moderate visitor experience improvement		Minimal or no visitor experience improvement

				Alignment to City Focus: Does the project align with other City policies and plans, including Build Better SD, the Climate Action Plan, and Mobility Plans? 		Connects to multiple (more than 2) City projects or initiatives 		Connects to one or two City projects or initiatives		Does not connect to or support any other City project or initiative

				Alignment to Parks Plans: Does the project align with the priorities identified in the 2021 Parks Master Plan, the Balboa Park Master Plan, or the relevant park Specific Plans, if still relevant?		Connects to multiple (more than 2) Parks Master Plan priorities and in alignment with planning frameworks		Connects to one or two Parks Master Plan Priorities and in alignment with planning frameworks		Does not connect to or support any Parks Master Plan Priorities and/or not in alignment with planning frameworks

				Co-Benefit and Partnership: Does this project connect to other projects or initiatives either within the park or in the surrounding area? Does it lead to possible partnerships? Can it be bundled with adjacent projects? Is project completion needed before another project can be started? 		There is a known project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify		There is the possibility of a project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify 		This project does not connect with or amplify any other project

				Community Support: What is the extent of public support for this project? 		The public has expressed interest in this project through community engagement, surveys, or other forms of public input  		The public has expressed interest in this project but has not identified it as a top priority  		There is no known public support for this project 

				Economic Impact: Does this project generate additional revenue or decrease operational expenses, either for the city or for the not-for-profit organizations operating within the park?		There is clear evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses  		There is some evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses; or those gains will be minimially impactful		Will not generate revenue or decrease operational expenses

				Environmental Sustainability: Does this project provide opportunities for enhanced environmental resiliency?		Significant resiliency benefits		Moderate resiliency benefits		Little to no resiliency benefits

				Equity: Does this project increase access for structurally excluded communities, either through organizations that operate in the park or through direct connections with communities?		Addresses long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Could address long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Does not address address long-standing inequities

				Funding Plan: Is there an appropriate funding plan to complete the project?		Funding plan in place		Funding plan in place, but has significant contengencies		No funding plan

				Health / Safety / Legal Compliance: Does the project pose a health/safety/environmental risk or address legal compliance?		Needs to be completed within 2 years (poses a notable health/safety/legal risk) 		2-5 years (poses a moderate health / safety / legal risk)		More than 5 years (poses no known health / safety / legal risk or one that can be mitigated through other means)

				Historical, Cultural and Aesthetic Significance: Does this project support the park's designation as a National Historic Landmark District or protect, maintain, or create beauty and awe?		Clearly preserves/enhances historical or cultural significance, enhances natural beauty of an area or creates a new opportunity for awe.		The project would make moderate preservation/enhancements of historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area.		The project does not preserve/enhance historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area or create a new opportunity for awe.

				Innovation: Does this project create the opportunity for something new and distinctive?		Major project/intiative that creates distinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Smaller project/initiative that creates ditinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Not new or distinctive

				Capital Maintenance Need: How long has this project been on the deferred maintenance backlog? Where does the subject facility or area rank in the facility condition index?		Was benchmarked by the 2016 facilities assessment and/or subject area scores poorly in the facility condition index		Is on the deferred maintenance list, but added since the 2016 assessment  and/or subject area scores fairly in the facility condition index		Is a new project and/or subject area scores relatively well in the facility condition index

				Visitation:  Does this project increase the number of visitors for active or passive use? Is the project in a location with high visitation / foot traffic? 		High likelihood of increased park usage		Moderate likelihood of increased park usage		Unlikely increased park usage 



				 		 		 		 



				Does it improve the broader visitor experience?















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Post Session Priorities



						Prioritization of Criteria per Session 																		Top Priority 

																								Second Highest 

						30-Jan		31-Jan		1-Feb		5-Feb												Third Highest 

				Criteria		Bankers Hill Session 		Balboa Park Club Session 		Golden Hill Session 		Zoom Session 		Average Score 				Order of Criteria Based on Score from Community Sessions 

				Activation: Does it improve the broader visitor experience? Does it enhance recreational and social activity?		6		3		5		1		3.8				Capital Maintenance Need

				Alignment to City Focus: Does the project align with other City policies and plans, including Build Better SD, the Climate Action Plan, and Mobility Plans? 		2		2		0		0		1.0				(TIED): Equity and Accessibility & Historical, Cultural, and Aesthetic Significance 

				Capital Maintenance Need: How long has this project been on the deferred maintenance backlog? Where does the subject facility or area rank in the facility condition index?		9		6		12		6		8.3				Activation 

				Co-Benefit and Partnership: Does this project connect to other projects or initiatives either within the park or in the surrounding area? Does it lead to possible partnerships? Can it be bundled with adjacent projects? Is project completion needed before another project can be started? 		2		2		1		4		2.3				(TIED): Health, Legal, Safety Compliance & Community Engagement 

				Conforms to Parks Plans: Does the project align with the priorities identified in the 2021 Parks Master Plan, the Balboa Park Master Plan, or the relevant park Specific Plans, if still relevant?		6		1				1		2.7				Conforms to Parks Plans 

				Community Engagement: What is the extent of public support for this project? Does this project connect the park to the communities that surround it?				2		5		3		3.3				Environmental Sustainability 

				Economic Impact: Does this project generate additional revenue or decrease operational expenses, either for the city or for the not-for-profit organizations operating within the park?		0		1		3		1		1.3				(TIED): Co-Benefit and Partnership & Visitation

				Environmental Sustainability: Does this project provide opportunities for enhanced environmental resiliency?		4		1		3		2		2.5				Innovation 

				Equity and Accessibility: Does this project prioritize access, either for structurally excluded communities or those with disabilities? Does this happen either directly or through organizations that operate in the park? Does the project create or increase opportunities that are affordable?				5		7		4		5.3				Economic Impact 

				Funding Plan: Is there an appropriate funding plan to complete the project? Does this include a plan for ongoing maintenance or service requirements?		0		0		2		1		0.8				Alignment to City Focus 

				Health / Safety / Legal Compliance: Does the project pose a health/safety/environmental risk or address legal compliance?		5		2		1		5		3.3				Funding Plan 

				Historical, Cultural and Aesthetic Significance: Does this project support the park's designation as a National Historic Landmark District or protect, maintain, or create beauty and awe?		7		2		8		4		5.3

				Innovation: Does this project create the opportunity for something new and distinctive?		6		0		0		2		2.0

				Visitation:  Does this project increase the number of visitors for active or passive use? Is the project in a location with high visitation / foot traffic? 		5		1		1		2		2.3



				 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Draft 3 (Post-sessions)



																 

				In order of priority 

						Weight of the Criteria 		Point Scale (3 = High / 1 = Low)								Weighted

				Criteria				3		2		1				Points

				Capital Maintenance Need: How long has this project been on the deferred maintenance backlog? Where does the subject facility or area rank in the facility condition index?		7		Was benchmarked by the 2016 facilities assessment and/or subject area scores poorly in the facility condition index		Is on the deferred maintenance list, but added since the 2016 assessment  and/or subject area scores fairly in the facility condition index		Is a new project and/or subject area scores relatively well in the facility condition index				18



				Visitor Experience: Does it improve the broader visitor experience? Does it enhance recreational and social activity? Does this project increase the number of visitors for active or passive use? Does it address mobility issues?		6		Provides significant visitor experience improvement		Provides moderate visitor experience improvement		Minimal or no visitor experience improvement



				Historical, Cultural and Aesthetic Significance: Does this project support the park's designation as a National Historic Landmark District or protect, maintain, or create beauty and awe?		5		Clearly preserves/enhances historical or cultural significance, enhances natural beauty of an area or creates a new opportunity for awe.		The project would make moderate preservation/enhancements of historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area.		The project does not preserve/enhance historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area or create a new opportunity for awe.				11

				Equity and Accessibility: Does this project prioritize access, either for structurally excluded communities or those with disabilities? Does this happen either directly or through organizations that operate in the park? Does the project create or increase opportunities that are affordable?		5		Addresses long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Could address long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Does not address address long-standing inequities				11



				Community Engagement: What is the extent of public support for this project? Does this project connect the park to the communities that surround it?		4		The public has expressed interest in this project through community engagement, surveys, or other forms of public input  		The public has been consulted on this project but has not identified it as a top priority  		The public has not been consulted on this project.				9

				Health / Safety / Legal Compliance: Does the project pose a health/safety/environmental risk or address legal compliance?		4		Needs to be completed within 2 years (poses a notable health/safety/legal risk) 		2-5 years (poses a moderate health / safety / legal risk)		More than 5 years (poses no known health / safety / legal risk or one that can be mitigated through other means)		Move to the top/take out as separate?		9



				Alignment to City Priorities: Does the project align with other City policies and plans, including Build Better SD, the Climate Action Plan, Mobility Plans, and Parks Master Plans? 		3		Connects to multiple (more than 2) City projects, plans, or initiatives 		Connects to one or two City projects, plans, or initiatives		Does not connect to or support any other City projects,plans, or initiative				7

				Environmental Sustainability: Does this project provide opportunities for enhanced environmental resiliency?		3		Significant resiliency benefits		Moderate resiliency benefits		Little to no resiliency benefits				7



				Co-Benefit and Partnership: Does this project connect to other projects or initiatives either within the park or in the surrounding area? Does it lead to possible partnerships? Can it be bundled with adjacent projects? Is project completion needed before another project can be started? 		2		There is a known project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify		There is the possibility of a project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify 		This project does not connect with or amplify any other project				4

				Innovation: Does this project create the opportunity for something new and distinctive?		2		Major project/intiative that creates distinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Smaller project/initiative that creates ditinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Not new or distinctive				4



				Economic Impact: Does this project generate additional revenue or decrease operational expenses, either for the city or for the not-for-profit organizations operating within the park?		1		There is clear evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses  		There is some evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses; or those gains will be minimially impactful		Will not generate revenue or decrease operational expenses				2

				Funding Plan: Is there an appropriate funding plan to complete the project? Does this include a plan for ongoing maintenance or service requirements?		1		Funding plan in place		Funding plan in place, but has significant contengencies		No funding plan				2

														TOTAL		84

				 				 		 		 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Draft 4 



																		 





				Health / Safety / Legal Compliance: Does the project pose a health/safety/environmental risk or address legal compliance?				Needs to be completed within 2 years (poses a notable health/safety/legal risk) 		2-5 years (poses a moderate health / safety / legal risk)		More than 5 years (poses no known health / safety / legal risk or one that can be mitigated through other means)						9











				In order of priority 

								Point Scale (3 = High / 1 = Low)										Weighted

				Criteria		Weight of the Criteria 		3		2		1		Maximum Score		Project Score		Points

				Capital Maintenance Need: How long has this project been on the deferred maintenance backlog? Where does the subject facility or area rank in the facility condition index?		7		Was benchmarked by the 2016 facilities assessment and/or subject area scores poorly in the facility condition index		Is on the deferred maintenance list, but added since the 2016 assessment  and/or subject area scores fairly in the facility condition index		Is a new project and/or subject area scores relatively well in the facility condition index		21		0%		18



				Visitor Experience: Does it improve the broader visitor experience? Does it enhance recreational and social activity? Does this project increase the number of visitors for active or passive use? Does it address mobility issues?		6		Provides significant visitor experience improvement		Provides moderate visitor experience improvement		Minimal or no visitor experience improvement		18		0%



				Historical, Cultural and Aesthetic Significance: Does this project support the park's designation as a National Historic Landmark District or protect, maintain, or create beauty and awe?		5		Clearly preserves/enhances historical or cultural significance, enhances natural beauty of an area or creates a new opportunity for awe.		The project would make moderate preservation/enhancements of historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area.		The project does not preserve/enhance historical or cultural significance, enhance natural beauty of an area or create a new opportunity for awe.		15		0%		11



				Equity and Accessibility: Does this project prioritize access, either for structurally excluded communities or those with disabilities? Does this happen either directly or through organizations that operate in the park? Does the project create or increase opportunities that are affordable?		5		Addresses long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Could address long-standing inequities of people who live in communities of concern and other marginalized populations		Does not address address long-standing inequities		15		0%		11



				Community Engagement: What is the extent of public support for this project? Does this project connect the park to the communities that surround it?		4		The public has expressed interest in this project through community engagement, surveys, or other forms of public input  		The public has been consulted on this project but has not identified it as a top priority  		The public has not been consulted on this project.		12		0%		9



				Alignment to City Priorities: Does the project align with other City policies and plans, including Build Better SD, the Climate Action Plan, Mobility Plans, and Parks Master Plans? 		3		Connects to multiple (more than 2) City projects, plans, or initiatives 		Connects to one or two City projects, plans, or initiatives		Does not connect to or support any other City projects,plans, or initiative		9		0%		7



				Environmental Sustainability: Does this project provide opportunities for enhanced environmental resiliency?		3		Significant resiliency benefits		Moderate resiliency benefits		Little to no resiliency benefits		9		0%		7



				Co-Benefit and Partnership: Does this project connect to other projects or initiatives either within the park or in the surrounding area? Does it lead to possible partnerships? Can it be bundled with adjacent projects? Is project completion needed before another project can be started? 		2		There is a known project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify		There is the possibility of a project or initiative that this project will connect with or amplify 		This project does not connect with or amplify any other project		6		0%		4



				Innovation: Does this project create the opportunity for something new and distinctive?		2		Major project/intiative that creates distinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Smaller project/initiative that creates ditinctly new opportunities for park usage.		Not new or distinctive		6		0%		4



				Economic Impact: Does this project generate additional revenue or decrease operational expenses, either for the city or for the not-for-profit organizations operating within the park?		1		There is clear evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses  		There is some evidence that this project will generate revenue or decrease operational expenses; or those gains will be minimially impactful		Will not generate revenue or decrease operational expenses		3		0%		2



				Funding Plan: Is there an appropriate funding plan to complete the project? Does this include a plan for ongoing maintenance or service requirements?		1		Funding plan in place		Funding plan in place, but has significant contengencies		No funding plan		3		0%		2



				TOTAL 		39								117		0%		76

				 				 		 		 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The City of San Diego Parks and Recreation Department's Balboa Park Prioritization Framework is the department's pathway to plan and prioritize projects in the park. The projects evaluated using this framework will be capital improvement projects, which are defined as the addition of a permanent structure, structural change, or the restoration of the City's assets that will either enhance the asset's overall value, prolong its useful life, or adapt it to new uses. Maintenance projects or services wil not be considered for this framework. 

Projects that pose a health/safety/legal risk may supersede all projects regardless of their score against the criteria below. 

Below is a list of prioritization criteria that projects will need to conform to, each weighed from 1 to 7, with 7 being the highest score. The table below  provides scoring weights for each prioritization criteria and an associated point scale. Each project will be given a score of 1-3 based on its alignment to the criteria and the answers to the questions pertaining to each. 





Discussion:
Draft Prioritization Framework and Weighting



How to Use Social 
Pinpoint 
You don’t need a login 
to give us feedback 

The website will be live 
until the end of the 
project. 

www.balboaparkpriorities.mysocialpinpoint.com

Social Pinpoint: We want your feedback throughout the process! 
Balboa Park Committee



Which of the draft criteria do you want to 
prioritize?

(Map) Where would you like to see 
improvements in Balboa Park?

How to provide feedback
Balboa Park Committee



Social Pinpoint
Balboa Park Committee

https://balboaparkpriorities.mysocialpinpoint.c
om



© 2024 – AEA 
Consulting, LLC

Thank You!
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